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The issue of missing data has been largely overlooked, especially in the deep learning community. A

variety of techniques to handle incomplete training sets was then proposed, (Yoon et al., 2018; Marek

et al., 2018; Ivanov et al., 2019; Ghalebikesabi et al., 2021). Many researchers report that the easiest

way for handling missing values is to complete all these missing data and thus propose imputation

models. While others propose to simply delete rows with missing data (Tlamelo and al. 2021).

We want to investigate different strategies to adapt neural architectures for handling missing values.

Here, we focus on attention mechanisms. More precisely, a deep latent variable model can be

learned using an attention mechanism.

The attention mechanism is one of the recent advances in deep learning (Yun et al. 2020). An

attention layer regularises data distribution to make deep learning models more focused on existing

values of data related to the targets of the models, to compensate the lost information due to missing

values.

We will focus in particular on the development of a new framework for handling missing values based

on attention mechanisms. Many interactions between theory and applications are envisaged.

The studies carried out at LATMOS concerning the atmospheric water cycle on different spatial and

temporal scales are based on data from ground-based observation networks (rain gauge networks) or

remote sensing data (ground-based radar; satellite constellations). Depending on the datasets

considered, missing data may be due to sensor failures (e.g. clogged rain gauges) or to particular

meteorological situations that do not allow the measurement of certain characteristics (e.g.

undefined polarimetric radar data). The last part will be done in collaboration with LATMOS

laboratory.

The internship will take place in the DAVID Lab, University of Versailles (UVSQ campus)-Université

Paris Saclay , over a period of 6 months (Laboratoire David, UFR des sciences, 45 avenue des

Etats-Unis, 78035 Versailles)

Supervisor team

● Hanane Azzag, LIPN UMR 7030, Université Sorbonne Paris Nord

● Djallel Dilmi, LIPN UMR 7030, Université Sorbonne Paris Nord

● Mustapha Lebbah, DAVID Lab, UVSQ, Université de Paris Saclay

● Cécile Mallet, LATMOS Lab, IPSL, UVSQ, Université de Paris Saclay

Profile

End of engineering degree, M2 in data science, statistics and/or artificial intelligence. Good

experience in programming, especially with the PyTorch/deeplearning4j framework.

To apply, simply attach:



-  Your current Curriculum Vitae (CV),

-  A portfolio of projects, if any,

-  Your motivation for the position,

-  Your latest university transcripts.

Send it all by email to mlcandidat@gmail.com with "[int-uvsq-23]"
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